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10 YEARS LATER

ION's Africa+
GNSS Program
Bears Fruit

LOCATION PRIVACY

For Sale: Your Place in the World

I

governmental actions, not to commercial
or personal activities, which have recently
emerged as massive, covert collectors and
sellers of location data.
When we’re browsing the Internet on
our desktop computers, it’s not surprising
to see advertisements from local businesses showing up along with the web
pages. Customized advertising, after all,
is Google’s and many other companies’
bread and butter. Tracking an IP address
and its Internet searches and then connecting the computer’s owner with a business that wants to exploit those interests
has become standard operating procedure
for many web-based businesses. As the
owner of one magazine company put it,
“Publishers are in the business of selling
readers to advertisers.” And Google and
Facebook are the biggest publishers of
them all.
But as owners of PNT-enabled mobile
devices move around through the world,
they are often followed by similar unsolicited offers and advertising from apparLOCATION PRIVACY continued on page 14

ssues involving location privacy have
begun to move out of the criminal legal
system and into the civil arena.
Until recently, concerns about unwanted or unknown tracking of people’s
locations, especially in real-time, have
revolved around the Sixth Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution and government surveillance of individuals without
a court-issued warrant. (See, for instance,
the article in the Summer 2018 issue of
the ION Newsletter, “Supreme Court
Rules in Favor of Location Privacy.”) But
constitutional protections only apply to
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ION-sponsored program leads to
increase in scientific papers, noted
individual achievements, and more
women on the team

T

he year 2018 marked the 10th anniversary of a remarkable ION-backed
effort to spread knowledge about global
navigation satellite systems that now
includes professionals from 29 countries.
Starting in 2009, the Africa GNSS Outreach Program set a goal to build a workforce of scientists, engineers, and graduate
students from developing countries in
Africa who could use this world-changing
AFRICA+ continued on page 4

Lasting bonds with international colleagues
have been forged over the years. Here is Pat
Doherty with new friends from Egypt: Sara
Said, Ola Abu Elezz, and Hagar Salah.

ION CASSCA 2019

Rescheduled
to September!
For details, go to page 16
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PRESIDENT'S COLUMN | DR. JOHN RAQUET

ION Members Take Center Stage
at IAIN World Congress

I

n November, I had the opportunity to represent the
ION at the International Association of Institutes
of Navigation (IAIN) World Congress, held in Chiba,
Japan (see page 7 for more details). At the event I
presented one of the keynote addresses on the subject
of UAVs versus Natural Autonomous Vehicles. Moreover, four of the six keynote addresses were provided
by U.S. ION members. (See accompanying photo.)
I enjoyed meeting many new
people who I don’t
normally see at
ION meetings, as
well as catching up
with many that I
do. Among some of
the highlights were
several engaging pleION Keynote Speakers at IAIN World Congress: (from
nary talks, listening
left) Dr. John Raquet, ION president; Jim Miller, PNT
Advisory Board, NASA; Dr. Dorota Grejner-Brzezinska,
to an informative
The Ohio State University; and Dana Goward, Resilient
session on GNSS
Navigation and Timing Foundation.
interference, and
enjoying some very
interesting food!
Many thanks to
Prof. Yasuo Arai,
president of IAIN,
for his gracious
hospitality and
hosting of the 2018
international event,
which is held every
three years. The
next IAIN World
Dr. John Raquet
Congress
is
scheduled
for
November
15–18, 2021
(left) and Prof.
in Edinburgh, to be held in parallel with the Royal
Yasuo Arai, IAIN
president (right)
Institute of Navigation’s International Navigation
presenting ION’s
Conference (INC 2021).
raffle drawing
prize to Dr. Dinesh
Manandhar
(center).

Follow us on
Facebook and Twitter
at ionavigation.
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Reflection
Looking back, my term as ION president seems to
have gone remarkably fast. As I reflect on the past
two years, I am passing on a strong, healthy, and
vibrant organization to the incoming Council due
to the efforts of the many ION members who have
volunteered to spend their time in service to the
ION. I’m particularly grateful to the ION Council
2

members who have been very supportive of a variety
of efforts to strengthen the ION. My goals for my
term as president were:
1. Focusing on new technologies to be represented in
ION programs, with an emphasis on autonomous
systems.
2. Fostering the next generation of ION leadership.
3. Collaborating with the Publications Committee
to increase the impact factor of the ION quarterly
technical journal, NAVIGATION.
4. Determining the role and scope that ION’s ethics
policy should play in the membership.
I am proud to report that during my term the ION
Council initiated ION’s Cognizant Autonomous
Systems for Safety Critical Applications (CASSCA)
Conference, and I’d like to extend special recognition
and thanks to Dr. Zak Kassas and Dr. Robert Leishman for their support in this endeavor.
I have continued to work with the ION Council,
technical program meeting chairs, session chairs, and
National Office staff to foster new organizational
leadership. I am proud of the high quality of technical programs we have hosted over the past two years
and am confident that we are on track to ensure a
continued schedule of timely and relevant technical
programs in 2019.
I would like to extend my praise and appreciation
to Dr. Boris Pervan, editor of NAVIGATION, and
his entire editorial board, for the expansion of the
editorial content and redesign of NAVIGATION this
past year. I am confident that NAVIGATION will
continue to flourish in the coming year.
The ION Council finalized the ION’s Ethics Policy
in September 2016, and the Ethics Enforcement
Policy in September 2018. Copies of these polices
can be viewed online at <https://www.ion.org/governance/policies.cfm>.
I look forward to working with the ION Executive
Committee for an additional two-year term as Immediate Past President, and supporting our incoming
president, Dr. Y. Jade Morton, in her strategic agenda.
I welcome all of the recently elected and appointed
ION officers, who, I am sure, will find the time they
invest in their volunteer service to ION to be a professionally satisfying experience. (See page 18 for this
year’s election results.)
I would also like to express my gratitude to the ION
staff members at the national office who have worked
tirelessly to support the seemingly ever-increasing acWinter 2019

The Purpose of the ION®
Founded in 1945, The Institute of Navigation is the world’s premier non-profit
professional society advancing the art and science of positioning, navigation
and timing.

tivities of the ION. Lisa Beaty leads a sharp
team of people who have played a critical
role in the success of the Institute. They
made my job as president easy.
Finally, I would like to thank all of the
members of the ION, who are the heart
and soul of the organization. It has been
a pleasure and privilege to serve as your
president over the past two years. You are
the reason that ION exists, and your commitment to advancing the art and science
of positioning, navigation, and timing has
been an inspiration to me, from the time I
attended my very first ION conference in
1993 until now. I look forward to seeing all
the incredible things that you continue to
do going on into the future!
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AFRICAN+ OUTREACH PROGRAM

Graduation day! Participants proudly wearing Boston College ball caps.

One measure of success is the significant increase in the number of scientific papers published by African scientists in peer-reviewed journals since the start of the program. The accompanying
figure illustrates this increase as the percent of the total papers on
the “equatorial ionosphere” published by African scientists working in Africa from 2002 through May 2017. The figure illustrates
a marked increase in papers beginning in 2009 at the start of the
partnership that led the African Outreach Program.

AFRICA+ continued from page 1
space technology for socioeconomic transformation and integration into the world economy.
The program has been comprised of a series of workshops
on GNSS applications with societal benefits, for ionospheric
remote sensing and for space science exploration. Held annually at the Abdus Salam International Centre for Theoretical
Physics (ICTP) in Trieste, Italy, the workshops and supporting activities have demonstrated progress in attaining those
goals.

Alumni Return to Teach
The 10th anniversary program featured presentations from
former participants showing the impact the workshops have
had on their careers. One was given by Melessew Nigussie of
Bahir Dar, Ethiopia, who attended one of the first Africa GNSS
workshops. He went on to receive the first Ph.D. degree to be
awarded from Bahir Dar University in space science. Nigussie
now leads an active research program at that university and
received the 2017 American Geophysical Union Africa Award
for Research Excellence in Space Science.
Another presentation by Rabiu Babatunde, of the National
Space Research and Development Agency in Nigeria, focused on
the impact of the African Outreach Program on African academic institutions. He cited the benefits of the knowledge and
technology transfer, the positive collaborations and the capacity
building that has ensued in response to the program. He also
pointed out that programs such as this help to reduce the “brain
drain” in Africa. The workshops have provided scholars the

100 papers were published by African scientists from January 2010
to May 2017. Of these, 84 were published by scientists who participated in the African Outreach Program. (2016-17* period includes
17 months only — January 2016 to May 2017.) Figure Courtesy of
Sandro Radicella, ICTP
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AFRICAN+ OUTREACH PROGRAM

knowledge and the tools to continue to work and study in their
home institutions.
ION past president Patricia Doherty, who also directs Boston
College’s Institute for Scientific Research, designed the original
Africa GNSS Outreach Program. She continues to co-direct
the effort with Sandro Radicella and Bruno Nava of ICTP. The
program’s success is due in large part to financial support from
its sponsors, including the ION’s Satellite Division, and the
lecturers who generously share their time, knowledge and zeal for
GNSS to teach at the workshops. ION has contributed greatly
by covering the travel expenses of ION PNT experts to teach at
the workshop.
ICTP, which hosted most of the meetings, is sponsored by
two United Nations agencies, the UN Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organizations (UNESCO) and the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). Its mission is to foster advanced

Workshop hosts: Sandro Radicella, Patricia Doherty and Bruno Nava
ION PNT Expert Lecturers:

John Raquet

A classroom in action.

Winter 2019

Jade Morton

Anthea Coster

Kevin Groves

Endawoke Yizengaw

A hands-on laboratory.
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AFRICAN+ OUTREACH PROGRAM

studies and research, especially in developing countries make it a logical choice for the location of the
workshops.
Other sponsors routinely include Boston College
and the UN Office for Outer Space Affairs. This sponsorship is often complemented by financial support
from The National Aeronautics and Space Administration, National Science Foundation, and the Federal
Aviation Administration.
Decadal Theme: Space Weather
The 10th anniversary workshop was held on April 23
through May 4, 2018, at the ICTP and titled “Extended Workshop on Space Weather Effects on GNSS
Operations at Low Latitudes.” <http://indico.ictp.it/
event/8306>
Women's dinner at Principe di Metternich in Trieste.
Many developing countries are located in the
low-latitude regions of the world where ionospheric challenges
of the current program). The 2018 participants represented 29
are the most intense for GNSS signals and systems. The lectures
countries from Africa, Asia, Eastern Europe, Central, and South
included general introductions to GPS and GNSS, differential
America. Another interesting development has been the larger
GPS, GNSS receivers, the ionosphere, and space weather.
number of women participating in the last two workshops.
To address the special challenges of the low latitude regions,
Director Pat Doherty said one of her favorite activities is worklectures on global ionospheric irregularities, scintillation, equaing with these young women participants. “With 49 percent
torial electrodynamics, and the effects of these challenges on
of them being female, there were many opportunities in 2018
GNSS signals were also presented. The workshop also included
including our annual women’s dinner when I treat the women to
hands-on laboratories on processing GNSS data and on space
dinner at a local restaurant,” she said. “Although we get the usual
weather research using GNSS.
feigned resentment from the men, it is always a coveted time for
Participants worked on group projects using the informawomen to support each other and an opportunity for the more
tion they learned. They presented reports on the last day of the
senior women to reassure the young women of their career path.”
program. ION lecturers included John Raquet, Jade Morton,
Although this article describes significant success, Doherty
Endawoke Yizengaw, Keith Groves, Anthea Coster, and Pat
says there is still much to do. “Change is slow in some parts of
Doherty; with a number of experts from ICTP, Africa, and
the world,” she said “Our future plans include hosting additional
India. Together with the international participants, this group
workshops to reach additional countries in Africa and strengthen
contributed to a successful international event supporting scicurrent programs and infrastructure in countries where things
entific exploration using GNSS and social understanding with
have been slow to develop.”
far-reaching benefits.
She said the group is opening the program to other developing
countries, as there is much interest from Asia, Central America,
Africa and Beyond
and South America. They are working more closely with the
Although the outreach program originally focused on scientists,
United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs to reach out even
engineers, and students from developing countries of Africa, the
further with more events and workshops in other parts of the
most recent workshops have attracted participants from develworld.
oping nations around the world (thus the “African+” in the title
Immediate plans include another workshop on ionospheric
forecasting to be held in late May at the ICTP in Trieste. The
organizers are also working with UNOOSA on a workshop in
COMING UP
Morocco in late 2019 or 2020. They believe an event in Africa
Workshop on Ionospheric
will attract more attention from local academic institutions,
government, and industry.
Forecasting for GNSS Operations
Doherty said “I hope you enjoyed reading about this decade
in Developing Countries
of success of the African+ Outreach Program. Together with my
May 27–31, 2019, International Centre
colleagues at ICTP, we thank the ION for their continued supfor Theoretical Physics, Trieste
port and to the ION expert lecturers for their steadfast dedica<http://indico.ictp.it/event/8686>
tion to making it a success.”
ION Newsletter
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Calendar of
Upcoming
Events

MARCH 2019
25-27: Munich Satellite Navigation
Summit, Alte Kongresshalle,
Munich, Germany
Email: Info@munich-satellitenavigation-summit.org
Web: www.munich-satellitenavigation-summit.org

Resilient Navigation Focus
of 16th IAIN World Congress
Dana Goward, Resilient Navigation & Timing Foundation

M

ore than 250 navigators and technologists from 28 countries gathered
in Chiba, Japan, just outside of Tokyo for
the 16th triennial World Congress of the
International Association of Institutes of
Navigation (IAIN) this week.
The theme of the conference was “Science, Technology and Practice to Resilient
Navigation.”
While a number of presenters discussed
technical aspects of GNSS navigation, the
event was notable for its inclusion of many
papers dealing with how GNSS information
can best be used to optimize operations. Issues
such as the impact of weather on optimal ship
trajectories and long-distance flights, integration with ship’s electronic chart display and
information system (ECDIS) and automatic
identification system (AIS) systems received
considerable attention.
GNSS-independent navigation also
received its fair share of attention. Modern
positioning using radar, underwater electromagnetic localization, and eLoran were
among the systems discussed over the course
of the three-day conference.
A plenary panel on the second day addressed several broad resilient navigation issues. The first three speakers addressed GNSS
disruptions detected by Europe’s STRIKE3
(Standardization of GNSS Threat reporting

Winter 2019

and Receiver testing through International
Knowledge Exchange, Experimentation and
Exploitation) project, the history of GNSS
spoofing, and examples of impacts from
GNSS disruption on commercial aviation.
With that background the rest of the
presenters addressed available technologies to
make GNSS receivers much more resilient to
GNSS jamming and spoofing, South Korea’s
developing eLoran system, and the efforts
of the International Association of Marine
Aids to Navigation and Lighthouse Authorities (IALA) to encourage resilient navigation
technologies and policies.
IAIN also presented a number of awards
for outstanding achievement. These included
the John Harrison Award for outstanding
contribution to navigation by an individual
to Dr. Dorota A. Grejner-Brzezinska of The
Ohio State University, and the Necho Award
for long-term contribution to the field of
navigation to Prof. Bernhard HofmannWellenhof of the Austrian Institute of
Navigation. Assistant Professor Taro Suzuki
of Waseda University received IAIN’s Sedak
Award for presentation of his paper “Evaluation of Precise Point Positioning of Small
UAVs using L6E Signal via QZSS.”
Reprinted with permission from <www.
insidegnss.com>, November 30, 2018,
online edition.
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APRIL 2019
8-11: ION Pacific PNT 2019,
Hilton Waikiki Beach,
Honolulu, Hawaii
Contact: ION
Web: www.ion.org
JULY 2019
8-11: ION Joint Navigation
Conference (JNC) 2019, Hyatt
Regency Long Beach, Long
Beach, California
Contact: ION
Web: www.ion.org
SEPTEMBER 2018
16-20: ION GNSS+ 2019, Hyatt
Regency Miami, Florida
Contact: ION
Web: www.ion.org
NOVEMBER 2019
18-21: International Navigation
Conference (INC) 2019,
Edinburgh International
Convention Centre, Edinburgh,
Scotland
Contact: Royal Institute of
Navigation (RIN)
Web: https://rin.org.uk
JANUARY 2020
21-24: ION’s International Technical
Meeting (ITM) and ION
Precise Time and Time Interval
(PTTI) Meeting, San Diego,
California
Contact: ION
Web: www.ion.org
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Defense Matters

Government Posturing and GPS
(Is this the best we can expect?)

Doug Taggart

President
Overlook
Systems
Technologies, Inc.

ION Newsletter
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The net result is a lot of extra effort for our legislative branch (and eventually for the executive branch,
i.e., State) simply because a company marketing an
otherwise useful fitness application linked to the
Internet didn’t adequately address developing a product that adheres to U.S. industry best practices and
standards on privacy protection and data security.
A Backup to GPS-Based Timing
Although the 2nd Session of the 115th Congress
was unable to keep the partial Government shutdown from occurring, it also found time to pass
some legislation linked to GPS that did get signed
into law.
On December 4, 2018 President Trump signed
the National Timing Resilience and Security Act,
noted to be a bipartisan law, sponsored by Senators

Credit: SpaceX photo

A

t the time I am drafting this Defense Matters
column, the longest government shut down in
U.S. history continues to set records. Nonetheless,
legislative activities and funded agency studies about
the importance of the Global Positioning System
(GPS) to the U.S. critical infrastructure, maritime
operations, and personal location devices continue
to find ways to get through Congress and the shuttered doors of the Transportation and Homeland
Security departments.
Unfortunately, all this activity is taking place with
little tangible purpose or effect.
For example, seven days after the first session
of the 116th Congress was held on January 3, the
House of Representatives passed House Resolution (H.R.) 115 — the Protecting Diplomats from
Surveillance Through Consumer Devices Act, which
requires the State Department to create a policy
regarding the use of location-based tracking devices.
This bill was developed in response to Congressional recognition last year that tracking data
derived from GPS could easily be obtained from an
American fitness company’s online/mobile fitness
application. Congressional concerns arose when it
was learned that anyone with Internet access to the
company’s fitness app could identify its users and
potentially gain sensitive unprotected data regarding
their movements.
The issue raised alarm to the Congressional level
as a response to information derived from personal
accounts of U.S. officials abroad, including jogging
paths used by U.S. government personnel around
sensitive military installations abroad and, thus, giving away not only the installations’ locations but also
an indication of the level of activity at those bases.
Should H.R. 115 get past the Senate’s Committee on Foreign Relations, and then be approved by
the full Senate and eventually signed into law by the
President, the State Department would be required
to develop policy regarding use of the devices and
then brief government employees, contractors, and
locally employed staff on the use of such devices, in
particular near sensitive facilities. The policy would
be due within 60 days of enactment, and State would
then be required to submit a report to Congress on
the policy within 30 days after that.

On Sunday, December 23, 2018, SpaceX successfully
launched the United States Air Force’s first GPS III satellite from Space Launch Complex 40 at Cape Canaveral
Air Force Station, Florida.
Winter 2019
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followers, the real challenge
to actually implementing a
national backup is the ability
of Congress to appropriate the
funds and direct them to an
agency that can execute it.
Meanwhile, in Another
Part of the Capital
Experience has shown that
even when Transportation and
Homeland Security were not
hamstrung by a partial shutdown, and even when funded to do so,
neither agency has so far displayed a serious commitment to developing a backup
plan and a path to implement it.
With that said, and consistent with
the rhetoric gaining followers and prior
to the shutdown, another element of
Homeland Security is apparently seeking
to understand the vulnerability of over
reliance on GPS.
Just before the closure began in
December, a company contracted by the
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security
Agency (CISA, a part of Homeland Security where GPS critical infrastructure
interest resides) was actively involved in
collecting data to evaluate the “Uses and
Benefits of GPS to the Maritime Sector.” The contracted study is focused on
gaining an understanding of how GPS
impacts specific sectors of the U.S. maritime operations: navigation in seaways,
port logistics and efficiency gains, commercial fishing, recreational boating, and
the cruise ship industry.
The data being gathered seeks to
answer specific questions, such as: How
has the introduction of GPS impacted
each of the sectors? In each sector, who
benefits from the use of GPS and by how
much? Further, if GPS had not been
introduced, what alternatives would have
been used?
Additionally, the study asks respondents
to provide input on the economic consequences of a hypothetical and unexpected
30-day GPS outage, how it would impact
each of the noted maritime sectors, and
what could be done to mitigate its effects.
9

Credit: photo by Kevin McCoy on Wikimedia Commons

Ted Cruz (R-Texas) and Edward Markey
(D-Massachusetts).
The new law directs the Secretary of
Transportation to provide for the establishment, sustainment, and operation
within two years of a land-based, resilient,
and reliable backup to GPS-based precise
timing. The bill was sponsored by a broad
coalition in the House led by Congressmen John Garamendi (D-California) and
Duncan Hunter (R-California). Senators Cruz and Markey led the effort in
the Senate, where the bill passed with an
overwhelming majority.
Upon its enactment into law, Senators Cruz and Markey issued statements
indicating that, “Establishing a reliable
alternative timing system to GPS satellites
is crucial to the national and economic
security of the United States. . . .”
Senator Cruz’s statement noted, “If
the current system were disrupted for
even just a few hours, there would be an
immediate threat to the American people,
the economy, and our very way of life.
Thankfully, Congress recognized the
importance of addressing this issue. I am
grateful for Sen. Markey’s leadership, and
commend President Trump for signing
this bill into law.”
Senator Markey, for his part, highlighted, “The nation’s banking, communications, electricity, and transportation sectors rely on the precise timing
provided by GPS,” adding, “We cannot
allow this vital system to be imperiled by
natural phenomenon like solar flares or
coordinated attacks like jamming. I am
so proud that President Trump has signed
this important bill into law, and I thank
for Senator Cruz for partnering on policy
that will enhance the resilience and reliability of this critical infrastructure.”
It should be noted, however, that this
bill simply authorized the establishment
of a GPS backup — it did not provide
the funding to actually procure, install,
and operate the backup.
This highlights the reality that, while
rhetoric exposing the vulnerability of over
reliance on GPS for positioning, navigation and timing (PNT) continues to gain

The survey indicates that Homeland
Security will publish a final report that
summarizes its findings. It notes that the
report is expected later in 2019, but I
assume that may not have factored in the
shutdown and, thus, any such report will
likely be delayed.
I wonder how the backup story will
end. Will it be a call to action or simply
another chapter in a continuing saga of
unfulfilled expectations? Unfortunately,
legitimate national security and economic equities are involved, and simply continuing to admire the problem, however
earnestly, will not bring a solution.
All and all, the first few weeks of 2019
are not conveying a great deal of confidence in either the legislative branch
nor the executive branch when it comes
down to moving the ball forward on the
establishment of a robust national PNT
capability.
With that said, the launch of the first
GPS III satellite, and on a SpaceX Falcon
9 booster, a first for the GPS program,
in the final days of 2018 is something to
applaud. Maybe Congress will recognize
that event and pass a bipartisan resolution commending it as representing
progress towards even better navigation
capabilities and a demonstration of
robust competition in the U.S. commercial launcher market. Although an
important milestone, more must be done
by Congress and the Administration to
ensure U.S. PNT capabilities for our
nation’s national security and economic
equities.
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FROM THE ION HISTORIAN, MARVIN MAY

Marvin B. May

The Eureka Moment
of Frank T. McClure
P

erhaps no other fields were as dramatically
changed by the Soviet Union’s successful 1957
launch of Sputnik I as were the closely related disciplines of navigation and geodesy.
Among the listeners to Sputnik’s constant beeps
were scientists William Guier and George Weiffenbach of the Johns Hopkins Applied Research Laboratory located near Laurel, Maryland. They determined

Mathematician
Bill Guier (left),
APL Research
Center director
Frank T. McClure
(center), and
physicist George
Weiffenbach (right).
Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics
Laboratory
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the orbit of Sputnik by measuring the Doppler effect
on the received frequency and applying the laws of
Kepler and Newton.
Less than 24 weeks after the launch of Sputnik
I, physicist Frank T. McClure, also of the Applied
Physics Laboratory, wrote a concise internal memorandum that changed the course of navigation. His
insight — that precise location of an observing
station could be achieved by analyzing the Doppler
signal of a well-established satellite — qualifies as a
Eureka moment (a moment of sudden, triumphant
discovery, inspiration, or insight).
Sputnik I sparked an era of unprecedented innovation in science. McClure’s Eureka moment ushered in
satellite navigation with its attributes of all-weather
worldwide precise positioning and timekeeping.
Amongst these efforts was the TRANSIT satellite
program, often referred to as the Navy Navigation
Satellite System. It was designed for Polaris submarines in 1962, at a time when computers were
10

esoteric electronic wizardry, and understanding phenomena such as the effects of solar pressure, gravity
anomalies, special and general relativity, ionospheric
disturbances and tropospheric refraction were at the
cutting edge of scientific exploration.
The memorandum, written on March 18, 1958,
was so prescient that I include it verbatim:
DATE:
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

March 18, 1958
R. E. Gibson
F. T. McClure
Satellite Doppler as a Means of Ship
Navigation

Yesterday (March 17, 1958) I spent an hour
with Dr. Guier and Mr. Weiffenbach discussing
the work they and their colleagues have been doing on doppler tracking of satellites. The principal
problem facing them was the determination of the
direction which this work should take in the future. During this discussion it occurred to me that
their work provided a basis for a relatively simple
and perhaps quite accurate navigation system.
As you know, Guier, Weiffenbach et al have
been analyzing the shape of the doppler signals
from the Sputniks and Explorer I as recorded by
Zink et al in Mr. Riblet’s group. They have found
that they were able to establish the parameters of
a satellite’s orbit with a surprising accuracy in view
of the numerous difficulties that existed. In this
work there were essentially eight free parameters
which had to be determined. It is rather remarkable that the doppler information received from a
single pass seems to be sufficient to determine all
of these parameters.
Bearing this success in mind, it occurred
to me that the inverse problem, namely that of
locating the observing station by analysis of the
doppler signal of a well-established satellite, would
be much simpler and precision would be more
easily obtained. In such a system one would use
quite sophisticated equipment on land to determine the satellite orbit parameters with high
precision. A receiving station would have knowledge of these orbit parameters and then doppler
Winter 2019

observation of a pass would leave the receiving station
with the problem of determining the only two free
parameters, namely its coordinates on the surface of
the Earth. Roughly it appears that an accuracy of one
mile should not be too difficult to attain; this point,
however, is being subjected to careful analysis.
A relatively simple antenna would suffice for getting the signal, no dishes or the like being involved. If
the frequency used was up in the region of hundreds
of megacycles, a satisfactory antenna should represent
a surface object of extremely tiny radar cross-section
which in addition would be unobservable from a
reconnaissance satellite. Therefore the security of the
position of the receiving station should be quite good.
While the computing required for determining
all the parameters of an orbit from the observation of
a single pass is an imposing one, it seems reasonable
to believe that the two-parameter problem mentioned above should be considerably simpler, and one
might hope that a relatively small computer could be
designed which would do the job automatically. Thus
the receiving station would be given its coordinates
regularly on every pass.
While the possible importance of this system to
the Polaris weapons system is clear and also its use for
other Navy ships is evident, an extension of thinking
in regard to peacetime use is to me quite exciting.
One might envisage the following system: A satellite
contains three transmitters; one of these is a highly
stabilized oscillator for the purpose of providing
doppler information, another is a time signal which
is corrected regularly as the satellite passes over the
continent, and the third transmits the appropriate parameters of the satellite’s orbit which are tape or drum
recorded within the satellite and erased and corrected
from time to time by the control stations on the continent. Thus the satellite is completely self-contained
with respect to the necessary information for navigation. If a console can be designed which can use the
three signals simultaneously, then the position of
the antenna can be determined without reference to
any other communication links. One could envision
such a console on every ship at sea, giving the precise
location of the ship on a one- or two-hour basis from
a system of satellites, perhaps only ten in number. It
occurs to me that the establishment of such a system
might represent a wonderful cold war opportunity
for the United States in providing world navigation
to anyone who would make such a console a part of
the equipment of his ship. This would put the United
States in the position of being the first nation to offer
world-wide service through its venture into outer
Winter 2019

space. This would be similar to the service that has
been given by WWV from the Bureau of Standards.
It is also clear that it would be possible to add to the
satellite navigation system communication links to our
ships since a fourth and coded channel might be provided
so that communication would be available to all ships
through the same equipment. Again erasable tape to store
encoded messages would be used. As long as one-way
transmission was all that was desired, the whole system
would remain passive with respect to the ships at sea.
An immediate investigation is being made of the
accuracy problem, and if this continues to look promising I feel that immediate attention should be given
to the design of specialized receiving and computing
equipment to do the job, to the nature of the equipment which
should be aboard
the satellites, to
the number and
selection of orbits
which would be
most useful, and
to the nature
and design of the
land-based monitoring equipment.
I believe this
could turn out
Less than 24 weeks after the launch of
to be one of the
Sputnik I, physicist Frank T. McClure, of
most important
the Applied Physics Laboratory, wrote
jobs APL could
a concise internal memorandum that
undertake. Since
use of such a sys- changed the course of navigation.
tem on a worldwide basis would represent a considerable commercial
venture, we perhaps ought to give attention to protecting the government from possible patent difficulties
by appropriate disclosure. I therefore believe that the
Patents Group should give some thought to how such
protection can be obtained.
cc: Kossiakoff, Avery, Guier, Porter, Meyer, McClure,
Mautz, Stone, RCO, Kershner, Rich
Truly prescient, the consequences of McClure and his
colleagues' insight have moved far beyond TRANSIT
and now underlie the development of the Global
Positioning System and, indeed, all global navigation
satellite systems and related programs.
Marvin B. May is the Chief Scientist of the Pennsylvania
State University’s Navigation Research and Development
Center and Mayven Engineering where he teaches
navigation courses. His email is <mbm16@arl.psu.edu>.
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ION TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVE SPOTLIGHT

Sunil and his son,
Alexander, enjoying
nature in the
Canadian Rockies

Sunil Bisnath

This column features one of ION’s Technical
Representatives each quarter to highlight the depth and
breadth of their work, research, and interests. During their
two-year terms the ION’s Technical Representatives guide
and advise The Institute of Navigation and the positioning,
navigation, and timing (PNT) community. — Interview and
write-up by Dr. Kyle Wesson

D

r. Sunil Bisnath is an Associate
Professor in the Department of
Earth and Space Science and Engineering at York University in Toronto,
Canada. His research interests include
precise GNSS positioning and navigation algorithms. His current core
research focuses on high-performance
and low-cost GNSS precise point
positioning (PPP) and software defined
radio (SDR) GNSS receiver development.
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Outside of the office, Sunil enjoys traveling, reading, and
spending time with his son, Alexander. His most recent trips
have been to Australia and China, where he seeks to visit
“unvisited” places. So far, Sunil has made it to 40 U.S. states
and every continent except Antarctica.
Sunil sees ION growing to include more hardware and software developers from other industries that rely on GNSS for
everyday operations. He remarks that growing ION wouldn’t
dilute it, but “bring more benefits to everyone and help the
world more.”
Look to connect with Sunil at this year’s ION GNSS+ in
Miami, Florida. Until then, please read his responses to the
Tech Rep Spotlight questionnaire below.
1. How did you first get involved with the ION?
The first ION meeting I attended was an annual meeting in Cambridge, Massachusetts, in the late 1990s. A
group of graduate students from the University of New
Brunswick drove down. It was amazing for me to see and
meet the people who were previously just names in jourWinter 2019

nal papers, such as Jack Klobuchar, Ron Hatch, and
Pratap Misra.
2. What is your favorite aspect of being a member of
ION?
My favorite aspect of ION membership is being part
of a great family of people. Over the years, I always look
forward to seeing old friends and making new ones at
meetings. These relationships have grown over the years
and now circle the globe.
3. What type of GNSS work do you do currently or
have you done in the past?
For most of the last ~25 years, I have worked on
high-precision GPS. This has evolved today to include
all GNSS, measurement processing algorithms for relative positioning, real-time kinematic (RTK) and PPP.
My work has supported a range of user applications
from satellite orbit determination, plate tectonics, and
marine positioning to engineering surveying.
4. What do you consider some of the most important
current research, education, policy, or technical
topics in GNSS for the next year?
From my perspective, with the overwhelming
energy that the smartphone and automotive markets
are bringing to positioning, navigation, and timing
(PNT) work, the coming year will continue to be spent
applying high-performance GNSS processes to new,
low-cost, mass-market hardware for not only navigation
accuracy, but also reliability, availability, and integrity.
5. What areas of ION have you been involved in, and
what areas do you hope to see grow in the future?
I am starting my second term as an ION Technical
Representative. In addition, I have served as a track
chair, and I have chaired many conference sessions.
I have also served as a Parkinson and student awards
reviewer. The work that ION members do has such
importance in so many areas that I hope to see our community expand to include scientists, engineers, academics, and industry partners from many other developer
and user communities.
6. If you were not in your current field, what would
you want to do for a living?
This is the toughest question of the lot! I would say
that I would want to mentor young people, as working
with my graduate students and seeing them learn, grow,
and succeed is the favorite part of my work.

Winter 2019

The Lonely Halls
Meeting
Documentary Available Now!
Take a moment to view
and review a new GPS
documentary by Tom
Sylvester, “The Lonely
Halls Meeting”, the
story of GPS, as told by
the men who created
it. ION members will
recognize many of
the documentary’s
participants as they
recognize the work of
many from 45 years
ago.
The documentary
is available at
<http://bit.ly/LonelyHallsDocumentary>
and is free to Amazon Prime subscribers.
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LOCATION PRIVACY

JOINT
NAVIGATION
CONFERENCE

Positioning,
Navigation and
Timing Technologies:
The Foundation for
Military Ops and
Homeland Security

SAVE THE DATE

ently random sources.
What’s that all about?
Well, usually it can be found in the
fine print of the ubiquitous data piracy
policies — that is, data privacy policies
— that go into effect when users launch
an application. Yes, those very policies
that most of us don’t take the time to read
before clicking on the “agree” button. In
these often-lengthy documents, GNSS
and other PNT technologies are increasingly being called out as the source of
real-time location data about users.
Awareness of these practices among
media and marketing experts is not new.
In 2013, a geolocation-oriented nonprofit organization, The Location Forum,
released “Location Data Privacy: Guidelines, Assessment & Recommendations,”
proposed that private companies adopt a
set of 13 guidelines to help them protect
the public and their bottom lines from
breaches of geolocation privacy. The ION
addressed the subject with a panel discussion at the Satellite Division's GNSS+

2016 conference, "PNT Privacy and
Security." But such efforts passed largely
unnoticed until recent years as the general
public became aware of the practice as
the result of the Cambridge Analytica
controversy, in which a British research
obtained masses of Facebook data for use
in the 2016 U.S. election campaign.
Now those practices are being called
into question. Last June, for instance,
two of the leading U.S. mobile telephone
carriers — Verizon Communications
and AT&T Inc. — announced that they
would stop selling the locations of individual customers to two business partners.
According to reportage in the Wall Street
Journal, those businesses, LocationSmart
and Zumigo Inc., buy the carriers’ realtime customer locations and then sell
access to them to other businesses.
The two telephone companies were
prompted to take action after one of
LocationSmart’s customers, a prison
phone provider, had created a website
that enabled law-enforcement agencies to

the location of any cellphone user — yes,
without obtaining a court order. This
is not a trivial development. Zumigo
handles something less than 100,000 location requests a day, and LocationSmart
has more than 100 business customers for
its location data.
On December 20, 2018, the New York
Times published an article entitled “Your
Apps Know Where You Were Last Night,
and They’re Not Keeping It Secret,” and
an accompanying podcast entitled, “The
Business of Selling Your Location.”
The article reported that at least 75
companies receive anonymous, precise
location data from just 20 apps studied
by reporters. “Several of those businesses
claim to track up to 200 million mobile
devices in the United States — about half
those in use last year,” the article said.
The Times cited research that estimated
the value of sales of location-targeted
advertising reached $21 billion last year.
And it’s easy for app developers to do.
More than 1,000 popular apps contain

July 8–11, 2019

Tutorials: July 8
Show Dates: July 9–10
Hyatt Regency, Long Beach, California
Classified Session: July 11,
The Aerospace Corporation
Sponsored by the Military Division
of the Institute of Navigation

www.ion.org/jnc
JNC19-Half-Horiz-Newsletter.indd 1
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The complaint alleges that TWC used
the geolocation tracking technology present in the app to monitor where users
live, work, and visit, twenty-four hours
a day, as well as how much time users
spend at each location. The complaint
further alleges that TWC led its users
to believe that their location data would
only be used to provide them with “personalized local weather data, alerts and
forecasts.” Instead, TWC allegedly sends
this information to affiliates of its parent
company, IBM, and other third parties
for advertising and other commercial purposes entirely unrelated to the weather.
Users’ location data could be used to
determine users’ daily habits, consumer
preferences and identities, City Attorney Mike Feuer said. This information
is allegedly used for targeted advertisements by at least a dozen third-party
websites over the past 19 months based
on locations users frequent, and has been
employed by hedge funds interested in
analyzing consumer behavior.

location-sharing code, according to data
cited by the times.
LA Law
In January of this year, the Los Angeles
city attorney’s office filed a lawsuit in
the Los Angeles County Superior Court
against TWC Product and Technology, LLC (TWC), the operator of the
Weather Channel smart phone app and
one of the companies mentioned in the
New York Times article. (The smart phone
app is owned by a different company, a
subsidiary of IBM, than that which owns
The Weather Channel cable and satellite television channel — The Weather
Group, LLC.)
The LA city attorney’s complaint alleges that the Weather Channel mobile
app covertly mined the private location
data of its more than 45 million monthly
users and sold the information to third
parties, including advertisers, and as a
result violates the state’s Unfair Competition Law.

The lawsuit seeks “injunctive relief ”
to put an end to TWC Product and
Technology’s “unfair business practices”
and civil penalties under the California
Unfair Competition Law of up to $2,500
per violation.
The Fine Print
The lawsuit points out that the “prompt”
seeking permission for the app to access a
user’s location does not disclose that the
company will share geolocation data with
third parties nor that the data will be used
for advertising or other commercial purposes unrelated to weather or the services
that the app provides.
The New York Times article indicated
that this omission was the norm for such
prompts, with only 4 out of 17 apps that
it studied telling “users in a prompt during
the permission process that the information could be used for advertising.” For the
Weather Channel mobile app that disclosure is found in the lengthy “privacy policy”
accessible on the weather.com website,

®

INSTITUTE OF NAVIGATION

Save the Date!

ITM PTTI
January 21–24, 2020
Hyatt Regency Mission Bay
San Diego, CA

INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL MEETING

www.ion.org

ITM-PTTI20-HalfPageAd.indd 1
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PRECISE TIME AND TIME
INTERVAL SYSTEMS AND
APPLICATIONS MEETING

One Registration Fee, Two Technical Events
and a Commercial Exhibit
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CASSCA 2019 POSTPONED

which was updated effective December 5, 2018. (According to the
newspaper, “IBM updated the app’s privacy policy . . . after queries
from The Times.”)
“We, our service providers, and our Ad and Analytics Partners
. . . may collect location information through the Services. We
may share the location information we collect with third parties,”
the Weather Channel mobile app’s privacy policy states in language typical of such policies. “We collect location information to
provide you with location-based services (such as severe weather
alerts and other weather information through our mobile applications), provide advertisements that are relevant to your geographic
location, and conduct analytics to improve the Services.
“If you access the Services on your mobile device,” the policy
continues, “we may, depending on your application and operating
system settings, directly collect precise geographic location information and sensor data via Global Positioning System (GPS), cellular
network information, and other location-based features. Depending on your mobile device’s operating system, we typically receive
the latitude and longitude of your mobile device, as well as date and
time and sensor data such as altimeter. . . . If you allow any of the
Weather Channel mobile applications to directly collect location
information while the mobile applications are running in the background, you will enable continuous location collection.”
The privacy policy indicates that users can turn off direct location collection (or, on some operating systems, continuous direct
location collection) through their device settings or by deleting
the mobile application from their devices.

STRONG PROGRAM ON TAP

Federal Shutdown
Delays ION CASSCA 2019

D

Political Pushback
Awareness among mobile device users of these practices highlighted in the media has led to growing concern among consumers and caught the attention of policy makers and public officials,
such as the LA city attorney. That, in turn, is leading to legislative
efforts to limit covert gathering of private location data and give
users more control over its use.
Last year the European Union enacted the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the United Kingdom approved a
nearly identical law, the Data Protection Act of 2018. Those measures place citizens’ locations and movements on an equal basis with
personal names as private data that should be protected and only
gather and used with the explicit permission of those citizens.
Last year, California’s legislature passed the Consumer Privacy
Act, which takes effect in January 2020. The law is similar to the
GDPR but actually goes further, allowing consumers to opt out
of their data being shared instead of requiring them to opt in to
continue using a mobile app.
In general, however, the collection and sale of such data are
largely unregulated in the United States. Senator Ron Wyden,
Democrat of Oregon, has proposed bills to limit such practices.
“It’s not right to have consumers kept in the dark about how their
data is sold and shared and then leave them unable to do anything
about it,” Wyden told the Times.
ION Newsletter

Dr. Joseph Lyons, AFRL Human Trust and Interaction Branch
technical advisor and a plenary speaker at CASSCA 2019, is handed a ball by Baxter, an industrial robot built by Rethink Robotics.

U.S. Air Force photo / Gina Marie Giardina

ue to the extended impasse between U.S. Congressional
leaders and the White House that has created a partial U.S.
government shutdown, the Institute of Navigation (ION) has regretfully decided to postpone this year’s Cognizant Autonomous
Systems for Safety Critical Applications (CASSCA) Conference.
But a strong program will make the event worth waiting for.
Originally scheduled to take place in January, CASSCA 2019
will be held September 16-17, 2019 in Miami, Florida on the
two days preceding the ION GNSS+ 2019 conference. However,
ION’s International Technical Meeting (ITM) and Precise Time
and Time Interval (PTTI) Systems and Applications meeting —
with which CASSCA 2019 was planned to be co-located — will

proceed as scheduled, January 28–31, 2019, at the Hyatt Regency
Reston in Reston, Virginia.
The federal shutdown affected many CASSCA speakers and
attendees and created uncertainty about the number of currently
furloughed government officials working in autonomous systems
who would be able to take part, making this decision unavoidable. ITM/PTTI 2019, on the other hand, is heavily supported
by academia, industry, and the Department of Defense (which
has been funded and not impacted by the shutdown). ITM/PTTI
pre-registration levels are currently trending ahead of last year in
anticipation of another strong technical program.
As for CASSCA 2019, the ION is committed to this year’s
strong and dynamic technical program and is confident that the
Miami ION GNSS+ venue will provide maximum exposure
and networking opportunities for the highly esteemed invited
CASSCA speakers and conference attendees. The conference
will explore crucial perspectives and important concerns from
16
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the trust, policy, and ethics communities involved with the
development and deployment of these vehicles.
How will these systems transform society and will society
allow them to do so? Technical success alone cannot secure
widespread adoption and deployment of autonomous vehicles.
Successful solutions will emerge from the combined efforts of
scientists, engineers, and policy-makers.
Prof. Zak Kassas, University of California, Irvine, will return as
the General Chair of CASSCA. Dr. Robert Leishman, Air Force
Institute of Technology, is serving as the Technical Program Chair.
A recap of the inaugural CASSCA conference appeared in the
Spring 2018 issue of the ION Newsletter.
The plenary session will offer presentations from the following
speakers:
• Dr. Kristi Morgansen, professor and interim chair, Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, University of Washington. Professor Morgansen’s research interests focus on
nonlinear systems where sensing and actuation are integrated,
stability in switched systems with delay, and incorporation
of operational constraints such as communication delays in
control of multi-vehicle systems.
• Dr. Jonathan Sprinkle, a director for Cyber-Physical Systems and Smart and Connected Communities programs at
the National Science Foundation and an associate professor
of electrical and computer engineering at the University of

Arizona. His research interests and experience are in systems
control and engineering, and he teaches courses ranging from
systems modeling and control to mobile application development and software engineering.
• Dr. Randy Beard, a professor of electrical and computer engineering at Brigham Young University, whose primary research
focus is in autonomous systems, unmanned air vehicles, and
multiple vehicle coordination and control.
• Dr. Joseph Lyons, Human Trust and Interaction Branch technical advisor at the Air Force Research Laboratory. With research
focusing on how humans make reliance decisions with technology — or, in other words, how humans develop, maintain, and
lose trust — Lyons was honored as the Department of Defense
(DoD) Laboratory Scientist for the 2017 Third Quarter.
• Dr. Giorgio Rizzoni, director of the Center for Automotive Research (CAR) in the College of Engineering at The
Ohio State University. His research interests include system
dynamics, measurements, control, and fault diagnosis with
application to automotive systems.
Another 30 presentations will be offered in six technical
sessions, including Trust in Autonomous Vehicles, Ethics and
Policy, Human-Machine Symbiosis, Ground Vehicle Autonomy,
and two sessions on aerial vehicle autonomy. The complete
program can be viewed online at <https://www.ion.org/cassca/
program.cfm>.
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ION’s

Cognizant Autonomous Systems
FOR Safety Critical Applications
(CASSCA) Conference
The conference will discuss the opportunities and
challenges (technical, commercial, ethical, and legal)
associated with developing fully autonomous systems that
are cognizant and trustworthy for safety critical applications.
Technical Program Organizers:

• General Chair: Prof. Zak Kassas, University of California, Irvine
• Program Chair: Dr. Robert Leishman, Air Force Institute of Technology

www.ion.org/cassca
CASSCA19-HalfHorizResched.indd 1
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ION News and Notes
ION NATIONAL ELECTION RESULTS

ION Installs New Officers

O

n January 31, 2019, at the conclusion of the ION’s International
Technical and ION Precise Time Transfer
and Time Interval (PTTI) meetings, the
following newly elected officers will take
office and will serve for a two-year term:

Eastern Region Vice President:
Mr. Elliott Kaplan, The MITRE
Corporation

President:
Dr. Y. Jade Morton, University of Colorado at Boulder

Eastern Council Members-at-Large:
Dr. Jacob Campbell, AFRL and Dr.
Robert Lutwak, AFRL

Executive Vice President:
Dr. Frank van Diggelen, Google

Western Council Members-at-Large:
Dr. Zak Kassas, University of California,
Irvine, and Dr. Alex Stratton, Collins
Aerospace

Treasurer:
Dr. Frank van Graas, Ohio University

Western Region Vice President:
Mr. Steve Rounds, John Deere

IAIN Honors ION Member

P

rof. Dorota Grejner-Brzezinska received the International Association of Institutes
of Navigation’s (IAIN) John Harrison Award for outstanding contributions to
navigation by an individual at the IAIN meeting on November 28, 2018 in Chiba, Japan.
Named after the 18th century inventor of the marine chronometer that solved the
problem of calculating longitude while at sea, the award was presented for Prof. GrejnerBrzezinska’s outstanding contributions in advancing high-accuracy GNSS/INS integrated
systems, educating future navigation leaders, for strengthening the ties between satellite
navigation and geodesy, and for her service,
collaborative efforts, and international
leadership in voluntary scientific
organizations.
Prof. Dorota A. Grejner-Brzezinska is the
Lowber B. Strange Endowed Professor and
Chair, Department of Civil, Environmental
and Geodetic Engineering, and director
of the Satellite Positioning and Inertial
Navigation (SPIN) Laboratory at The
Ohio State University. She has more than
20 years of research experience in GPS/
GNSS algorithms, GPS/inertial and other
sensor integration for assured navigation
in GPS-challenged environments, sensors
Prof. Yasuo Arai, IAIN president, presenting
Prof. Dorota Grejner-Brzezinska with the
and algorithms for indoor and personal
IAIN’s Harrison Award, for outstanding con- navigation, and satellite orbit estimation.
tributions to navigation by an individual.
Prof. Grejner-Brzezinska is an ION
Fellow and past ION president, a Fellow of the Royal Institute of Navigation (RIN), and
an International Association of Geodesy (IAG) Fellow. She is a recipient of the 2005
ION Thomas Thurlow Award and the 2016 Johannes Kepler Award, as well as the 2005
and 2015 United States Geospatial Information Foundation Academic Research Award.
Additionally, Dr. Dorota Grejner-Brzezinska and Dr. John Betz, who won the IAIN’s
Harrison Award in 2015, were both recognized by IAIN and awarded with IAIN lifetime
memberships.
ION Newsletter
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Technical Representatives:
Dr. Sunil Bisnath, York University,
Canada
Dr. André Hauschild, German Aerospace
Center (DLR/GSOC), Germany
Dr. Andrew Hansen, DOT Volpe Center
Dr. Li-Ta Hsu, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, China
Ms. Deborah Lawrence, FAA
Dr. Jiyun Lee, KAIST, South Korea
Dr. Terry Moore, University of Nottingham, UK
Dr. Jihye Park, Oregon State University
In addition to the newly elected officers, Dr. John Raquet, AFIT; Dr. Chris
Hegarty, The MITRE Corporation; and
Mr. John Langer, The Aerospace Corporation, will continue to serve on the ION
Executive Committee as Immediate Past
President, Satellite Division Chair and
Military Division Chair, respectfully.
The following standing committee
chairs were also appointed for two-year
terms:
Awards Chair:
Dr. Michael Meurer, German Aerospace
Center (DLR), Germany
Bylaws Committee Chair:
Mr. Charles Schue, UrsaNav, Inc.
Fellow Selection Chair:
Dr. John Betz, The MITRE Corporation
Finance Chair:
Dr. Gary McGraw, Collins Aerospace
Meetings Chair:
Dr. Sherman Lo, Stanford University
Membership Chair:
Mr. Kevin Coggins, Booz Allen
Hamilton
Nominating Chair:
Dr. John Raquet, AFIT
Publications Chair:
Dr. Boris Pervan, Illinois Institute of
Technology
Technical Committees Chair:
Dr. Frank van Diggelen, Google
Winter 2019

SECTION NEWS

Dayton Section
The Dayton Section convened for a
luncheon meeting on November 8 at
Northrop Grumman in Beavercreek,
Ohio. An audience of 25 heard Professor
Raj Sharma, University of Cincinnati,
speak about his work on the cooperative control of the relative positions and
orientations of multiple vehicles in flight.
He covered some of the observability
and control aspects of the problem and
discussed specific examples ranging from
landing UAVs on a moving platform to
formation flying and in-flight refueling. He also presented some simulated
results for platforms equipped with GPS,
inertial navigation, and other sensors
whose outputs were integrated using an
Extended Kalman Filter. The Section did
not meet in December but will resume
regular monthly meetings on the second
Thursday of each month in January.

To kick-off the meeting, Dr. Keith McDonald (chair) welcomed the attendees
and highlighted that potential opportunities for leadership were available
within the ION’s New England Section
– particularly given that there is an open
spot for the Treasurer position. Next,
Rochelle Moore (program chair) introduced Dr. Raquet. Prior to providing his
technical presentation, Dr. Raquet highlighted the benefits of ION membership
and conferences. Then Dr. Raquet provided an interesting comparison between
UAVs and Natural Autonomous Vehicles
(NAVs) like birds and insects. Many
technological advancements over the past
10-15 years have put UAVs ahead of, or
on par with, NAVs in categories such
as inter-vehicle communication speed
and the ability to self-repair. However,
it is clear that we are still far behind the
ability of NAVs in the areas of endurance (distance traveled per kilogram of

Corporate
Profile
EMCORE | www.emcore.com
EMCORE Corporation (NASDAQ:
EMKR) is a leading provider of advanced Mixed-Signal Optics products that provide the foundation for
today’s high-speed communication
network infrastructures and leadingedge defense systems. EMCORE has
a long history in the development
of high-volume defense and military
grade fiber optic components and
systems. Our state-of-the-art Fiber
Optic Gyroscope (FOG) technology
has received multiple U.S. patents
and has been qualified for several
key military programs. EMCORE’s
FOGs, IMUs and navigation systems
achieve higher performance with
lower CSWaP (Cost, Size, Weight
and Power) than competing units
and legacy designs for a wide
variety of guidance and navigation
applications.
For more information on corporate
membership in the Institute of
Navigation, please contact Kenneth P.
Esthus at 703-366-2723 extension 1004

New England Section
The fall meeting of the New England
Section took place on November 14,
2018 at Draper in Cambridge, MA with
over 50 in attendance. The Draper hosts
kindly provided a forum for the presentation, as well as dinner for the attendees.
The speaker was ION president Dr. John
Raquet of the Air Force Institute of Technology, Director of the Autonomy and
Navigation Technology (ANT) Center.
Winter 2019

weight), obstacle avoidance and robust
landing capability. Dr. Raquet’s comparison provides a humbling view into the
limitations of technology and sheds light
on where we will likely need to focus our
efforts going forward to close the gap
between NAVs and UAVs. Some would
argue we are in the second wave of artificial intelligence (AI), where advancements in machine learning have shown
promise in replicating certain aspects of
19

human and animal behavior. However,
unlike humans, machine learning lacks
the ability to adapt and draw on experiences to operate in a new environment or
situation. It will take a third wave in AI
to address this challenge, at which point
we will anxiously await an update on our
progress. The next meeting of the ION’s
New England Section will occur in the
spring, with date/location/speaker to be
determined.
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A SHORT HISTORY

The World of WAAS: Part 1
Editor’s Note: One of the largest and most important collateral developments in the rise of
global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) is the creation of satellite-based augmentation
systems (SBAS). The first of these was the U.S. Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS).
Designed originally to support air navigation in North America, WAAS has also come to
be used for a variety of ground- and sea-based operations and inspired in large part the
emergence of five other SBAS programs in Europe, Russia, China, India, and Japan.
The Institute of Navigation and many of its members have long played an important role
in the progress of WAAS. A paper on Wide Area Differential GPS, a cornerstone of WAAS,
authored by Dr. Changdon Kee, Dr. Brad Parkinson, and Dr. Penina Axelrad, received
the Outstanding Paper Award at the third international technical meeting of the Satellite
Division, ION GPS 1990. Since then scores, if not hundreds, of papers presented at ION
conferences and articles in the ION's NAVIGATION journal have addressed technical and
operational aspects of the WAAS program. Moreover, WAAS is cited in the professional
activities of at least 21 ION special award recipients and named ION Fellows.
On the 25th anniversary of the first flight demonstrations of SBAS technology by
the WAAS program, this two-part series describes the background of the program, the
establishment of a testbed to support its development, the technical challenges encountered
and overcome, the declaration of WAAS initial operational capability in 2003 and the
ongoing expansion of the system since then.
The article was written by Dr. Bryant Elrod, former project manager at Stanford
Telecom/STel for the WAAS National Satellite Testbed (NSTB); Frank Persello, a
member of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Technical Center’s NSTB
engineering team; and Dr. Todd Walter, a past president of the ION and director of the
wide-area differential GNSS laboratory at Stanford University where ground-breaking
work on WAAS has long taken place.

I

n December 1993, the first demonstration in the world of using GPS plus
space-based augmentation system (SBAS)
technology took place. An FAA aircraft
performed approach and landing trials
in New Jersey and, after a cross-country
flight, again in California. Throughout the
operations, the aircraft received GPS correction and integrity messages broadcast
at L-band via an Inmarsat-2 geostationary
satellite (GEO). A few months later, in
concert with counterparts in Canada, the
FAA completed more extensive flight trials
using three aircraft.
The success of these and later flights
helped convince the FAA to initiate an
SBAS procurement and development
called the Wide Area Augmentation
System (WAAS). Its initial operational
capability (WAAS IOC) began in July
2003. With improvements along the way,
GPS+WAAS now serves as a primary
navigation aid (navaid) in the National
Airspace System (NAS) from take-off
ION Newsletter

through en route to Category I (Cat-I)
precision approach operations. As of
January 3, 2019, FAA has approved 3,969
WAAS Localizer Performance with Vertical
guidance (LPV) approach procedures serving 1,930 U.S. airports, including 1,164
that lack instrument landing systems.
Since September 2009, a navaid using
GPS together with ground-based augmentation system (GBAS) technology for
Cat-I operations has been approved with
validation activity progressing toward
Cat-II and III approval. Both of these
augmentation technologies also enable
support of FAA surveillance needs for all
aircraft equipped to transmit automatic
dependent surveillance–broadcast outbound messages (ADS-B Out).
An important contributor to pursuing
the WAAS program in the 1990s and to
the promotion of SBAS technology internationally was the FAA’s National Satellite
Test Bed (NSTB), whose development and
applications are described in this article.
20

First, a Little Background
The idea of space-based technology as an
aid to air navigation was hardly new by
the time the WAAS program appeared on
the scene. Studies about the use of satellites to support air traffic control (ATC)
operations began back in the 1960s.
But serious interest in making this
idea a reality only arose when the GPS
program began in the early 1970s. A
variety of concerns, however, dampened
early FAA enthusiasm about the potential
use of GPS to support civil aviation in the
National Airspace System, concerns that
persisted into the 1980s. These included
funding limits affecting the GPS program
(which led to reduction of the planned
constellation to fewer than 24 satellites),
accuracy limitations of the GPS L1-C/A
signal (due to the policy of Selective
Availability, or SA, as well as ionosphereinduced errors), and the need to develop
a reliable method of integrity warnings, a
system for independent monitoring and
notification to users when GPS should
not be employed for aircraft operations.
That situation had turned around and
become more encouraging by the end
of the 1980s, however. By then, funding
of a full (24-satellite) GPS constellation
had been approved. In addition, studies
in academia and industry had identified
techniques for countering SA’s limitations
on civil GPS signal accuracy and providing a GPS integrity warning to users. The
former concern benefitted from pioneering work at Stanford University's GPS
Laboratory to define and evaluate local
and wide area differential GPS (DGPS)
techniques that improved positioning
accuracy. Additional studies by RTCA,
The MITRE Corporation, and others
addressed the need for integrity alerts by
means of the broadcast of GPS integrity
data using a geostationary satellite.
By 1990, the FAA’s Satellite Program
Office (SPO) had begun exploring the
wide-area DGPS (WDGPS) concept
coupled with a wideband integrity broadcast (WIB) from GEOs. The SPO had
in mind not only support for en route,
terminal area, and non-precision approach
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The master station determined GPS integrity and differential
correction data and generated messages with this information for
relay to user equipment, either at a surveyed location for static
testing or onboard an FAA aircraft for in-flight testing while in
view of a laser tracker. The SBAS messages were transmitted using
signals generated and communicated to an Inmarsat-2 GEO by a
testbed uplink station at a COMSAT ground terminal in Connecticut. The GEO, in orbit at 54°W, broadcast these messages
on L-band, although at 1533 MHz rather than at the GPS L1
frequency (centered at 1575.42 MHz).
When the GEO was not available, the SBAS messages were
transmitted via a testbed VHF station at FAA’s tech center or
from another test site. User platforms (i.e., equipment on board
aircraft or at ground test sites) received GPS L1-C/A and GEO
(or VHF) signals and computed a WIB-plus-WADGPS position
solution for post-test analysis. The data also drove a course deviation indicator display in the test aircraft.
A separate testbed reference station at the test site collected
GPS L1/L2 signal measurements and data to provide an NSTB
reference time base and to support post-test comparisons of local
area (LDGPS-) and WDGPS-based accuracy performance. Dialup telephone lines and modem technology provided communication interfaces among all testbed elements. Algorithms and
prototype software for each element were implemented on PCs
and verified by means of simulation.

Table 1. NSTB Participants & Responsibilities

Flight Trials
The FAA initiated flight trials in 1992 in order to test and validate
fielded testbed hardware along with communication interfaces,
prototype software, and data reduction operations. A Convair 580
equipped with a WAAS user platform was flown over several racetrack/approach profiles at the tech center in New Jersey. Post-test
analysis indicated WDGPS-based horizontal and vertical positioning errors to be less than three and seven meters (95%), respectively, using just the three previously mentioned reference stations.
Although preliminary, these results demonstrated that it could
be possible to satisfy the most stringent navigation sensor error
(NSE) goal for WAAS, which was 7.6 meters (95%) for horizontal and vertical components. In October 1993, a testbed uplink
station was implemented to enable data communications to an
Inmarsat-2 GEO. The SPO then began planning for trials to assess the SBAS (WIB+WDGPS) concept over a larger geographical
area.
First SBAS-Aided Transcontinental Flight. In December
1993 a first-of-its-kind trial saw an FAA Boeing 727 equipped
to receive GPS and GEO signals flown from Atlantic City, New
Jersey, to Crows Landing, California, and back again. Figure 2
shows the routes flown by the aircraft. To ensure that the aircraft
was always within 500 miles of at least one reference station over
all flight legs, five additional TRSs had been added to the network
beforehand (two in California and one each in Nevada, Colorado,
and Oklahoma). The stations in California and Nevada were in-

Figure 1. NSTB Configuration (1992–94): TUS, testbed
uplink station; TRS, testbed reference station; TMS, testbed
master station; TVS, testbed VHS station; TRfS, secondary
testbed reference station; FAATC, FAA Technical Center; STel,
Stanford Telecom; SU, Stanford University

operations, but potentially for Cat-I precision approaches as well.
FAA upper management approved the launch of a test and
evaluation effort to formally assess the SBAS concept. The agency
established a planning group drawing in representatives from government and industry to define the resources needed for an effort
that ultimately became the National Satellite Testbed (NSTB).
Numerous organizations participated in its development and
operations and are listed in Table 1.
NSTB Development
The satellite testbed, as initially designed in 1991–92 and
implemented during the following two years (see Figure 1), supported testing at the FAA’s William J. Hughes Technical Center
(FAATC) near Atlantic City, New Jersey. It included three testbed
reference stations (TRSs) located about 500 miles away in Maine,
Ohio, and South Carolina. These reference stations collected and
preprocessed GPS L1/L2 code and carrier measurements and data
and then delivered them to a testbed master station.
ION Newsletter
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stalled by Stanford University to also support their ongoing SBAS
R&D work under an FAA grant.
Unfortunately, at Crows Landing, inclement weather and a
tracking laser error hampered proper assessment of WDGPS-based
positioning accuracy during approaches. However, the flight trial
gathered useful data and provided insight into operations near the
edge of GEO coverage. Specifically, the message data gathered on
all flight segments verified the GEO link and the successful broadcast and reception of correction and integrity data.
Additional NSTB Flight Trials. In May and June 1994,
in concert with Transport Canada Aviation (TCA, now Nav
Canada), the FAA performed an extensive series of en route and
approach flights over four days using three aircraft (two FAAowned airplanes and a Challenger 601 from TCA).
Once again, two airplanes flew cross-country routes to Crows
Landing and back. Altogether, the three aircraft performed a
total of 140 precision approaches at three different airports
(Crows Landing, Atlantic City, and Hamilton, Ontario), some
simultaneously.
To support testing in Canada, TCA expanded TRS coverage by
adding three more reference stations — at Ottawa, Gander, and
Winnipeg. Subsequently, testing continued at the FAA Technical Center in New Jersey. Flight trials conducted by Stanford
University also began at the Palo Alto, California, airport. Those
trials used a private plane, the testbed master station, software
developed independently at SU, and three reference stations in
the NSTB network (two in California and one in Nevada).
At this point, the flight trials and test results completed the
FAA’s early NSTB test and evaluation program. Those efforts had
successfully verified the technical feasibility of satisfying two key
WAAS performance goals over a large geographical area:
• Required Navigation Performance (RNP) for Cat-I precision
approaches (vertical and horizontal navigation sensor errors of
less than 7.6 meters, 95%)
• Integrity time-to-alarm requirements for Cat-I (6 seconds),
nonprecision approach (10 seconds), terminal area (15 seconds), and en route (5 meters) operations
Post-test analysis also indicated that the GEO broadcast data’s
bit/message error rates without forward error correction — a
future NSTB upgrade — were in the expected range.
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the accuracy, integrity, availability and continuity of service to
support civil aviation in all phases of flight. At the time, many anticipated that GPS, thus augmented, would become a sole-source
navaid that would enable the phase-out of existing ground-based
systems and associated costs.
In June 1994, just five months after the FAA administrator’s
announcement, the FAA issued an RFP with the goal of having
a WAAS signal-in-space (SIS) by late 1997. However, evaluation
of proposals from five bidders and contract negotiations with the
winning team (Wilcox Electric Corporation) took until August
1995 to complete. As things turned out, the FAA ended up canceling that contract within eight months and awarding another
to Hughes Aircraft Company, now part of Raytheon Systems
Corporation, in May 1996.
The FAA’s goal was to complete WAAS in three phases. Phase I
called for the fielding and testing of 25 reference stations, 2 master stations, 4 ground Earth stations, and the leasing of transponders on 2 Inmarsat-3 geostationary satellites. Phase II would add
more reference stations (including some outside the continental
United States) to increase overall WAAS coverage. More reference
stations and GEOs came online in Phase 3.
Originally scheduled for late 1998, WAAS initial operations capability (IOC) would be delayed due to technology challenges, risk
management measures, cost increases and funding shortfalls, and
conditions imposed on program management by Congress.

WAAS Procurement Begins
On Jan 5, 1994 — even before the second set of flight trials
began — the FAA administrator had authorized the Satellite
Program Office to expedite implementation of WAAS for GPS.
A WAAS specification was developed with major contributions
based on the R&D work performed using the National Satellite
Testbed. In May 1994, the U.S. Department of Transportation
approved the SPO’s request to proceed and authorized release of a
request for proposals.
The combination of GPS and SBAS (WAAS) and eventually
its terrestrial complement (GBAS) would be required to provide
Winter 2019
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Part II in the history of WAAS will appear in the next issue of
the ION Newsletter. It will describe the upgrading of the NSTB
and the results of new tests and international demonstrations,
how the program met and overcame integrity requirements and
other technical issues, faced skepticism about the program as a
whole, and accomplished the eventual declaration of WAAS initial
operational capability in 2003. Part II concludes with a brief
overview of development and evolution of WAAS operations in the
15 years since IOC.
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